One of the great mysteries of the sport of Elfball is just where it began, and how it got its name. The Night Elves of the
vast dark Westerland Forest claim to have been playing the sport since the dawn of time, and that they named it in
honour of themselves. The Desert Dog nomads from their arid desert homes dispute this bold claim and insist that the
game’s name instead refers to the type of severed head that makes the best ball core. In fact, many races maintain
that they are in fact the originators of the game and some of the bloodiest wars in the history of the realms have been
fought over this claim. The men of the Middle Kingdoms ignore these squabbles and call the game De Circque
instead.
Today Elfball is played by every nation, race and tribe of the world. While most prefer the standard distinctive circle
field, variations for playing in the inner city or on the sandy beaches that ring the realms exist. However at its core, the
distinctive ball and the rules of play are all quite standardized.
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ELFBALL
Challenge dice

GAME COMPONENTS

This X symbol represents a flop. A flop is
a failure and actually erases one success
from your roll. Too many flops and bad
things happen to your player trying to
perform the action.
44 A blank face represents no result. While it
is not a success, it is not a flop.

Every game of Elfball needs some very basic components to
play the game quickly and easily.

PLAYING FIELD: A standard Elfball field is a circle 21
paces in diameter (a pace is represented by one hex on the
field). Within this circle are nine smaller circles. The centre
circle is drawn around the exact centre of the field. In
addition, there are two small goal circles in white at the edge
of each side of the field. In front of each of the goal circles is
a small yellow circle which is the Guardian circle for the
player who protects the goal for your team. Finally there are
four large yellow circles (two on each side of the field) which
are the Rover circles and are the starting location for the
players which will be the majority of your team. There are
also two off-field areas to place players. One is your Bench
where able players not playing are placed and one is your
Recovery area where hard hit players must wait until after
the next Test begins to return to the Bench area. When the
game refers to the Infirmary or the player being Ejected, this
means the player has been removed completely from the
playing field for this game.

P

The star symbol represents a conditional
success. It counts as a single success
and allows you to roll an extra die.
The bull's-eye symbol represents a
success towards the challenge being
attempted.

If you do not have Elfball Challenge dice you can use a
normal D6 with the 1 being X, 2 & 3 are Blank, 4 as a
Conditional Success, and 5 & 6 are a Success.

PASSING STRING: The game uses a 3/16" wide piece of
string to show the hexes that can intercept when a throw is
attempted.

COUNTERS: The game has two small yellow counters to
use to track which player moved last for each team. The
game also includes five white counters to be used to track
Momentum, Potions, and the score during the game.
TEAM COACH: You as the player of your team take on the
roll of Team Coach. Any reference to the Team Coach (or
Coach) in the rules is referring to you.

OBJECTIVE OF THE GAME
A game is made up of a series of Tests. The winner of each
Test is the first team to score a goal which ends the Test. A
game continues until one team has won a pre-determined
number of Tests. A normal game would be played to first
goal wins, but if playing in a league (see page 11) games
could easily be played to first to get two or three goals to win
… make sure you and your opponent agree on this before
starting the game. To score a goal, a player holding the ball
must end his action in the opponent's goal circle hex.
PLEASE NOTE: Your first few games of Elfball to better
learn the rules and increase game speed really should be
played to one goal with the Optional rules to change the Star
result on the Challenge dice and the Face-Off (see page 19).

BALL: The Elfball itself is designed to test the skill and in
some part the luck of the game's players. It is constructed of
a slightly oblong wooden sphere inside of a larger inflated
oblong leather bladder which is greased before play. The
internal sphere's irregular bouncing and spinning within the
slippery cover make the overall ball quite difficult to throw,
catch, and handle. While this can be frustrating for the
players, it is quite exciting for the spectators. Still, veteran
players learn to master the unusual properties of the ball to
impressive effect. For purposes of marking the location of the
ball on the field, a metal ball is included with the game.

TEAM & PLAYER
DESCRIPTIONS

PLAYERS: Impact! Miniatures sell a number of white metal
miniatures to help you represent your players. However, any
miniatures that you can put on a 25mm base (30mm for large
players) to be properly representative of the players from
your team are fine.

Most Elfball teams are composed of some standard type of
specialist players. The races use more of some types of
specialists than others and a few use none at all. Page 11
gives the full details to use for building a team and adding
extras to your team. Your team is composed of players
picked from a single team list on pages 15 to 18. You may
not mix players from more than one team list to create your
Elfball team.

DICE: Elfball is normally played with six special Challenge

Midfielders: Midfielders are the stock players of an Elfball

dice and one 6-sided dice. A Challenge die has 4 different
faces detailed in the next column.

team. The true jack-of-all-trades of Elfball they excel at
nothing in specific but also have no true weaknesses.
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finishes any move or challenge, you must face the eyes of
the player looking in the direction of the facing you want him
to have (even if the action ends with a Shift in Momentum
(see page 5) If it is unclear which way a player is facing (i.e.
he is looking on a line),
the opposing coach may
decide which hex he is
facing.

Safeties: The job of the Safety is to quickly get to the
opponent with the ball and try to tie him up or take him out.
While not skilled ball handlers they are normally the fastest
players in Elfball.
Hunters: Hunters are skilled tacklers of average strength.
Not very agile but handy to free up the ball.

Strikers:
Dodging
through
the
opposition
and
catching/retrieving the ball is the primary function of Strikers.
However they have trouble dealing with objects larger than
the ball as they are not normally sturdy players or talented at
bringing down opponents.

Facing is determined
based on the image to
the right. The hex the
player's
eyes
are
looking at and the 2
hexes to each side of it
are his front facing
hexes. All other hexes
are considered rear
facing.

Throwers: Need a better tackler than a Striker to stay in
the back field and sending the ball flying across the field?
The Thrower is the go to player for this job.
Defenders: Defenders are the muscle of the team.
Exceptionally strong - a successful hit by one of these
players is almost sure to knock a player senseless.

ACTIONS & CHALLENGES

Other Players: Many other creatures both living and
undead play the game of Elfball. Their unusual mix of size
(both huge and tiny), endurance, and willingness to play
honourably mean it is difficult to class them as any of the
standard players that grace an Elfball field normally.

An action is defined by a series of challenges and movement
that a player can perform until he runs out of paces of Jog to
use or has an action ending Shift of Momentum event
(described on page 5). Note: a player's action includes
another player trying to catch any Throw that he performs.
When a player attempts to perform any type of physical
activity which requires a dice roll to determine whether it is a
success or failure, it is referred to as a challenge.

PLAYER ATTRIBUTES
Every player of Elfball has seven attributes which define his
performance on the field. These are:

In order to attempt a challenge, you roll a number of
Challenge dice equal to the attribute for that challenge with a
given number of successes needed for that challenge (if the
number of successes needed is less than 1 then the
challenge is treated as needing 1 success). Every
challenge die which rolls a conditional success must be
rolled again with the new result adding to list of rolls. Any die
which rolls a conditional success on the second roll
continues being rolled and added to the list of rolls until each
rolls a result other than a conditional success. (Note: using
spare dice or blank rolls is a great way to roll for conditional
successes without remembering the other dice rolls).

Jog: This is the maximum number of paces (hexes) which a
player is able to move/act during one turn.
Tackle: This represents the player's ability to attempt to
bring down (i.e. tackle) opponents and prevent opponents
from getting away from him.

Might: This attribute is a player's brute force and controls
the power he can hit with and strength needed to bring him
down.

Example: You attempt to pick up the ball from the playing
field with one standing opponent in an adjacent hex with a
player with a Skill attribute of 4. You need two successes to
pick up the ball. You roll 4 dice due to your Skill attribute and
roll flop, blank, and 2 conditional successes. You roll the two
dice with conditional successes again and roll a blank and a
conditional success. One more roll of the die that was a
conditional success results in a success. This means for this
challenge you rolled a flop, 2 blanks, a success, and 3
conditional successes for a total of 3 successes (1 success +
3 conditional successes - 1 flop) which enables the player to
successfully pick up the ball.

Dodge: This controls how well a player can disengage from
an opponent and defend against tackles.

Skill: This attribute represents a player's ability to throw,
catch, and pick up the ball.
Grit: This is the player's toughness and his ability to stay in
the game and withstand punishment.
Type: This defines the basic category of the player and
determines which skills he can learn as part of the Advanced
rules for the game (see page 12).

You must also keep track of the number of dice which roll a
flop. If a challenge results in more flops than successes, the
player has "flopped" the challenge, usually with disastrous
results.

Note: The attributes of all players can be found in the Team
Lists starting on page 15.

Example: You attempt to pick up the ball from the playing
field with no players adjacent to it with a player with a Skill
attribute of 3 thus you need one success. You roll a flop, a
blank, and a conditional success. You roll the conditional
success again and roll a flop. For this challenge you have
rolled two flops, a blank, and a conditional success and so
you have flopped the challenge as you have two flops and
only one success.

PLAYER FACING
Each player has a forward and rear facing. Hitting an
opponent in the back or trying to get away from opponents
looking the other way is easier to do than going head to
head. Whenever the player performing an action starts or
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the face-off winner) is eligible to be moved as part of this first
action and any Momentum earned during the face-off or from
the free challenge can be used during this first action (even if
a different player than the face-off player performs the first
action or the face-off player flopped the free challenge.)

BEGINNING A TEST
At the beginning of the game or after each goal is scored,
you set up your team for the next Test with the following
restrictions:

Face-off challenge
•
•

•

•

•

•

The ball is placed on the yellow dot centre point on the
playing field.
For the first Test, each player rolls a D6 with both
players re-rolling in cases of a tie. The loser of this dice
off must set up his entire team first onto the playing field.
After this the opponent sets up. For all Tests after the
first Test, the player who scored the last goal must set
up his entire team first.
One player must be set up on your team's side of the
yellow circle in the middle of the playing field for the
face-off with a facing that puts the ball in a front facing
hex. No more than one player from your team may be
placed in this area. Players with an attribute Type of
Monster may not participate in a face-off as the Elfball
rules do not allow monsters to compete in a face-off. If
you cannot set up a player for the face-off, your team
loses the Test. If neither team can place a player in the
centre circle of the face-off the game ends in a tie. Your
player must be placed inside the circle. He cannot be
placed in a hex with either the white or yellow line
running through it.
One player (and no more) must be placed in the
Guardian circle (if you have a 2nd eligible player). This
is the yellow circle in front of the white goal circle. Your
player must be placed inside the circle and not in a hex
with the yellow line running through it.
Up to two players may be placed in each of the large
Rover circles on your side of the playing field. Your
player must be placed inside the circle and not in a hex
with the yellow line running through it.
All players must be set-up inside the yellow circles on
your side of the field and you may not set up more than
6 players total for a Test. Any extra players from your
team should be placed in the Bench area.

Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Might
One more than your opposing
face-off player

# of successes needed modifiers: None
Challenge Result:
Flop:
0 or more Successes:
Note: Extra successes do not
earn Momentum counters

Player Down
Compare to opponent's
successes to see who won the
Face-off

TURN SEQUENCE
The team of the player who wins the face-off must go first to
perform an action for the Test. The Team Coach of each
team may select any of his players to perform an action. Play
alternates in this fashion until a goal is scored. A Team
Coach must select any one of his players to perform an
action during his turn except the very last player which
performed an action on his team (i.e. the same player may
only perform an action every other turn).
If a team has only one player on the field, then he may
perform an action in consecutive turns.

CHALLENGE TYPES
When a player performs an action he may perform many
different challenges. The active player may perform each
challenge (other than Impact/Tackle and Shove) as many
times as desired per action. Each time a player moves
from one hex to another he uses one pace of his Jog.
Performing challenges does not use any paces of Jog
and can be performed even after using your last pace of
Jog. The list below shows the types of challenges:

THE FACE-OFF

•

Play for a Test begins with a face-off between the two
players set up on the centre circle. Each Team Coach rolls a
Face-off challenge. The player with the highest number of
successes (including zero if your opponent flopped) has won
the face-off. In the event of a tie, roll another face-off.
Continue rolling tie-break face-offs until either one player
wins or both players flop. A player who flops a face-off
challenge has tripped and is placed Down on the field. If both
players flop the face-off, a new face-off is started with the
same starting setup for each team. The player who wins the
face-off gets a decision. The winner may either:
•
move up to two hexes as long as the hexes are empty
and inside the face-off yellow circle to throw either a
Shove or Tackle challenge against his face-off opponent
•
or advance into the hex with the ball and attempt a Pickup challenge
If the winning face-off player's Might was less than the
opposing player's than he receives one Momentum counter
(see page 5) for each point of Might difference before
performing this free challenge from the rush of bettering a
stronger opponent.

•
•
•
•
•
•

After the free pace(s) of movement and challenge, the team
of the winner of the face-off goes first (even if the face-off
winner fails or flops the free challenge). Any player (including
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Disengaging - Move away from an adjacent hex with
an opponent facing your player.
Pick-up - Attempting to pick up the elfball after moving
into the hex where it is laying on the ground.
Throw - Attempting to throw the ball to another player.
A player may not move or attempt a challenge before or
after a throw of 7 or more hexes.
Impact/Tackle - Once per an action you may attempt
to tackle an opponent in an adjacent hex.
Shove – Attempting to shove one opposing player into
the unoccupied adjacent hex directly behind him.
Shoves are limited to half your Jog (rounded up)
Catch/Intercept - Attempt to catch the ball either
because it landed in your hex or an opponent’s throw
passes over your hex.
Dash - This is a special challenge that may be
performed only once an action. After your normal action
is ended (including performing any challenges at the
end), if you have Momentum counters left (see page 5)
you can attempt a Dash challenge to extend your action.
A successful Dash challenge lets you either perform one
additional challenge with one extra Challenge dice OR
perform an extra Tackle/Shove challenge OR move one
extra hex (including Disengage/Pick-up challenges
needed).

ELFBALL
zero or less than the player may stand without spending any
Jog to do so.

MOMENTUM
During a game of Elfball, teams and players will get hot
streaks where everything seems to go right for them. This is
represented by the Momentum track. A counter is placed on
the Momentum track at zero at the start of each Test and
after any action that ends without an event that results in a
Shift in Momentum (abbreviated SiM in the rules which
means your action ends and you have a Shift in Momentum).

Having questions on Elfball rules?
Need some help for winning strategies?
Looking for players to play with or information on
official Elfball tournaments?
Post them on the Elfball discussion forum at:

http://www.elfball.org/forum
Any time you attempt a challenge (other than a Dash or
Face-off challenge or rolling a challenge during your
opponent’s turn) and roll more than number of needed
successes, these are considered Extra Successes and allow
you to move the Momentum counter up the track that many
spaces (to a maximum of 6). Momentum is a powerful thing
in the game. Any time any player from your team performs a
challenge during your player's action he may use as many
Momentum counters as he wants to replace any Challenge
dice rolls once after all conditional success rolls and ability
replacement rolls (see page 12) are fully resolved as long as
you have not flopped the challenge. The new rolls from using
Momentum replace the old rolls and must be used. You can
also use Momentum counters to force an opponent to
replace a die of your choice for any challenge rolls they
make during your action. Momentum counters always return
to zero at the beginning of your opponent's action unless a
Shift in Momentum occurs in which case your opponent
gains all of your remaining Momentum counters to use for his
player's action. The list of action ending events that result
in a Shift in Momentum are:
• Failing to pick-up the ball during a Pick-Up challenge
• Failing to have one of your players catch the ball after
a Throw challenge
• Failing a Dash challenge
• Flopping a challenge (if you have flopped a challenge
no Momentum counters may be used to change this)

and get a quick answer.

DISENGAGE CHALLENGE
Disengaging: A player who is in adjacent hex with a
forward facing standing opposing player and who wishes to
move into any other hex needs to make a Disengage
challenge.

Disengage challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Dodge
(Highest Tackle attribute of
forward facing standing
opponents in a hex adjacent
to your player) - 2

# of successes needed modifiers:
Each adjacent standing teammate forward facing your player:

-1

Each adjacent standing
opponent forward facing your
player after the first:

+1

Challenge Result:
Flop:
Not getting the number of
successes needed:
Getting the number of
successes needed or more:

STANDING A PLAYER UP

Player Dazed in his starting
hex. SiM.
Player Down in his starting
hex
Player successfully
disengages

Example: You attempt to disengage with a player with a
Dodge attribute of 4 from two adjacent forward facing
opponents with Tackle attributes of 3 and 2. So the # of
successes needed is 2 (3 -2 +1)). You roll a flop and 3
successes. This gives you two successes so you manage to
disengage successfully.

Players who have fallen or been knocked down are
represented by two states if they are still on the playing field,
Down and Dazed. In both states, you may not move out of
your hex or perform a challenge until you get up. You may
only stand a player up once during a turn. You may not
stand up after a SiM.

Down - A Down player is not hurt, but is temporarily on the
ground. To represent a Down player, place the miniature
face-up on the field in the hex where he was knocked over.

Dazed - A player who is Dazed needs more time to shake
off the effects of his fall or a lot of personal grit or team-mate
help to focus enough to get up. To represent a Dazed player,
place the miniature face-down in the hex where he has
fallen.
A player must be taking an action in order to stand up. If your
player is Down he can spend 5 less his Grit attribute in Jog
paces to get up to a standing position in the same hex. If
your player is Dazed he needs 8 less his Grit attribute in Jog
paces to get up to a standing position in the same hex. Each
adjacent standing team-mate facing the Down/Dazed player
reduces the number of Jog paces needed by one and each
adjacent standing opponent facing the Down/Dazed player
increases the number of Jog paces by one. You may not get
up to a standing position if you don't have enough Jog left.
Note: you cannot use a Dash challenge to get an extra point
of Jog to stand up. If the amount of Jog needed to stand is
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THROW, CATCH &
INTERCEPT CHALLENGES

PICK-UP CHALLENGE
Picking Up the Ball - When you move into the hex with
the ball you must attempt to pick up the ball (being shoved
does not count as moving into the hex). Picking up the ball
requires a Pick-Up challenge.

Throwing the Ball - A player with the ball may attempt to
throw the ball. A Long Throw has a maximum range of 18
hexes but the player may not move or perform any
challenges before or after the throw. A Short Throw has a
maximum range of 6 hexes but allows the player to move
and perform any number of challenges before or after the
throw. The player must throw the ball in a direction matching
his current facing using a Throw challenge (note: you can
throw the ball to empty hex on the playing field).

Pick-up challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Skill
1
# of successes needed modifiers:

Each adjacent standing teammate forward facing your player:

-1
+1

Each adjacent standing
opponent forward facing your
player:

Throw challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Skill
1
# of successes needed modifiers:
Each adjacent standing
-1

Challenge Result:
Flop:

Not getting the number of
successes needed:
Getting the number of
successes needed or more:

Player trips and is placed
Down. The ball bounces 1
pace in a D6 direction. SiM.
Player fumbles the pick-up.
The ball bounces one pace in
a D6 direction. SiM.
Player successfully picks up
the ball.

team-mate forward
facing your player:
Each adjacent standing
opponent forward facing
your player:
Throwing the ball more
than half the maximum
paces (either 4+ or 10+):

If you fail to successfully pick up the ball your action is ended
and a Shift in Momentum occurs.

+1
+2

Challenge Result:
Flop:

Dropping the Ball - If a player fails a Pick-Up or Catch

Not getting the number
of successes needed:

challenge; or a player with the ball is knocked down or dazed
for any reason; or a player is Shoved into the hex with the
ball; the ball bounces onto a Down or Dazed player; or a
player flops a Throw challenge, the ball will immediately
scatter one hex in a D6 direction (as indicated on the corners
of the Elfball board). If the ball scatters to a hex with another
standing player in it, the player may attempt a Catch
challenge (see page 7). A player can choose to automatically
fail this Catch challenge in which case it will bounce 1 pace
in a D6 direction from his position and is still treated as a
dropped ball. If the
ball lands in an
unoccupied
hex
than it remains in
that hex.
.
White Lines on the Playing Field - The wizards of the
Middle Kingdoms long ago discovered a simple cantrip that
anyone can use to convert simple dirt and dust into a white
powder that when placed on the ground repels any small
mass flying or walking creatures and objects that cross the
ground it is cast upon for half a day. The spell was meant to
protect adventurers from vampiric nightwings, venomous
snakes and assassin's arrows, but it quickly found another
use ... keeping an elfball on the field and forcing players to
run the ball across the centre line of the field or across the
goal line.

Getting exactly the
number of successes
needed:

Getting more than the
number of successes
needed:

Ball bounces 1 pace in a D6 direction
from the Thrower's position. SiM.
Throw misses and lands D6 paces in
a D6 direction from the target hex's
location. SiM unless the ball is
caught by any of your team
members.
The pass is a bit wobbly! The player
in the hex the ball lands must make a
Catch challenge unless he is in an
adjacent hex to the Thrower (in which
case he automatically catches it).
Perfect Spiral! The player in the hex
the ball lands automatically catches
the ball (even if bounced off a line).

Intercepting the Ball - A thrown ball might be intercepted
by a standing player between the thrower and the landing
hex. After a successful or missed throw but before any Catch
challenge, lay the passing string flat on the path (including
any bounce off a white line) between the thrower's hex and
the hex the ball is landing in. Any one opposing standing
player (intercepting coach's choice) who has any part of a
hex he occupies crossed by the passing string may attempt
to intercept the ball by rolling an Intercept challenge.

Intercept challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Skill
2
# of successes needed modifiers:
Each adjacent standing team-mate
-1

Anytime a ball bounces or is thrown its movement is stopped
as soon as it enters a hex with a white line passing through
it. Bounce the ball D6 hexes in a D6 direction away from the
hex with the white line (rolling again any D6 rolls for a
direction that would bounce the ball where the first hex
contains a white line or would allow the ball to pass through
the white line.) Note: if a player is standing in a white lined
hex and the ball will land in that hex roll the Catch challenge
first. If that fails the ball bounces off the white line as if the
catching player has not been in that hex. You can throw the
ball from a white lined hex without penalty.

forward facing your player:
Each adjacent standing opponent
forward facing your player:

+1

Challenge Result:
Flop:

Not getting the number of
successes needed:
Getting the number of successes
needed or more:
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Interceptor trips and is
placed Down. The throw is
resolved as normal.
Interception fails. Resolve
the throw as normal.
Interceptor successfully
catches the ball.

ELFBALL
If you succeed at the Impact challenge or your Might was
equal to or greater than the opponent you are tackling, you
may perform a Tackle challenge against him.

Catching the Ball - A standing player who has a ball land
in his hex from a wobbly throw or bouncing ball may attempt
to perform a Catch challenge to catch the ball. A player can
choose to automatically fail a catch roll in which case it will
bounce 1 pace in a D6 direction from his position and is
treated as a dropped ball.

Tackle challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Catch challenge

# of successes needed modifiers:
-1

Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Skill
2
# of successes needed modifiers:
Each adjacent standing team-mate
-1
forward facing your player:
Each adjacent standing opponent
forward facing your player:

Each adjacent standing teammate forward facing your
opponent:
Each adjacent standing
opponent forward facing your
player other than the opponent
being tackled:
Tackling an opponent not
holding the ball:
Tackling an opponent from his
rear facing:

+1

Challenge Result:
Flop:

Catcher trips and is placed
Down on the field. Ball
bounces 1 pace in a D6
direction from Catcher's
position.*
Not getting the number of Failed catch - ball bounces
successes needed:
1 pace in a D6 direction
from Catcher's position.*
Getting the number of successes
Catcher successfully
needed or more:
catches the ball.
* - SiM if you flop a Catch roll during your turn OR the ball lands
on the ground/is caught by an opponent after a Throw challenge.

Flop:
Not getting the number of
successes needed:
Getting the number of
successes needed:
Getting one more success than
needed:
Getting two more successes
than needed:

Tackler is Down. SiM.
Tackler is stiff armed. Tackle
has no effect.
Slide Tackle. Both Tackler
and Opponent are Down.
Solid Hit. Opponent is Down.

A player performing an action may attempt a number of
Shove challenges up to half his Jog (rounded up) per an
action. A standing player may attempt a Shove challenge
against a standing opponent in an adjacent hex that he is
facing to move the opponent one hex in a straight line if no
other player is in that hex. If this shove forces the opponent
into a hex with a white line through it on the edge of the field
or around the goal, the referee will eject the opponent (see
Referee on page 8). If the shove forces the opponent into a
hex with the ball, it is treated as a dropped ball (see page 6).

Shove challenge

Impact challenge

Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Might
(Opponent's Might attribute) - 2

# of successes needed modifiers:
Each adjacent standing
-1

Might
(Opponent's Might
attribute) - 2

# of successes needed modifiers:
-1

Each adjacent standing team-mate
forward facing your opponent:
Each adjacent standing opponent
forward facing your player other
than the opponent being shoved:
Shoving an opponent from his rear
facing:

+1

-1

+1
-1

Challenge Result:

Challenge Result:

Getting the number of
successes needed or
more:

-1

SHOVE CHALLENGE

A standing player may roll a Impact/Tackle challenge against
a standing adjacent opponent that he is facing once per
action. First you must compare the Might of your player with
the player you are tackling. If your player's Might is lower
than your opponent's Might you must roll an Impact
challenge first to see if you hit with enough force to make a
Tackle challenge.

Flop:
Not getting the number of
successes needed:

+1

Punishing Hit. Opponent
must roll an Injury challenge
as if he had a Grit of 6.
Getting three more or greater
Crippling Hit. Opponent must
successes than needed:
roll an Injury challenge.
(Note: only successes over three more than needed count as
Extra Successes for Momentum)

TACKLE CHALLENGE

team-mate forward facing
your opponent:
Each adjacent standing
opponent forward facing
your player other than the
opponent being tackled:
Tackling an opponent from
his rear facing:

+1

Challenge Result:

Example: You try to catch a throw with a Skill attribute of 3
with one adjacent forward facing standing opponent
(however you have three Momentum counters from extra
successes on the Throw challenge). You'll need 3 successes
to successfully catch the ball (2+1). You roll one flop, one
blank, and one success. You use two Momentum counters to
replace the flop and blank and roll two blanks. You cannot
use Momentum more than once per a roll so you end up with
1 success, 1 point of Momentum left, and a failed catch.

Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Tackle
(Opponent's Dodge attribute)
-2

Your player is Down. SiM.
Tackle fails. You may not roll for the
Tackle challenge and you must pay 1
additional pace of Jog to continue to
move or perform another challenge.
Success! You hit with enough force to
make a Tackle challenge against this
player.
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Flop:
Not getting the number of
successes needed:

Getting the number of successes
needed or more:

Your player is Down. SiM.
Shove fails. The opponent
is not moved. You must
pay 1 additional pace of
Jog to continue to move or
perform another challenge.
Success! You hit with
enough force to move the
opponent back one hex if
possible.

ELFBALL

DASH CHALLENGE

If a player with the ball suffers an Injury challenge, roll for the
Injury challenge before the roll to scatter the ball.

This is a special challenge that may be performed only once
an action. You may spend Momentum counters (see page 5)
to attempt a Dash challenge to extend your movement, or
gain a slight boost to a challenge. A successful Dash
challenge lets you choose 1 of 2 options: 1) Move one extra
hex after all Jog Points have been spent (no challenges
allowed other than Disengage or Pick-up challenges). OR 2)
Perform a single Challenge with one extra die. If you have
already used all of your Shoves and/or performed your one
Tackle Challenge, you may perform another one but without
the extra dice bonus. This option always ends your turn even
if you have Jog points left.

REPLACEMENTS
If you have less than 6 players on the field, then for your turn
instead of taking an action with a player on the field you may
take one player from your Bench area (not Recovery or
Infirmary areas) and place him into any hex without a player
in it within 3 hexes of the
stairway into either of your
dugouts (these are the
hexes outlined by the blue
line in the picture to the
right). This player may
pick-up the ball if it is in
the hex, but may not move
or perform any other
challenges this turn. This
player should be marked
as the last player moved.

nd

Choosing the 2 option and performing an available Impact
or Tackle challenge allows you to add the extra Challenge
dice to one of those challenges (not both). The number of
Momentum counters you spend to make the Dash challenge
is used as the attribute. You may spend any remaining
Momentum to replace dice as normal with a Dash challenge.

CONCEDING

Dash challenge
Attribute:
# of successes
needed:

# of Momentum counters used
1

A player at any point may concede the game to his
opponent. If this is done, each player on the opposing team
not in the Infirmary receives one Experience Point. In
addition, the opposing team's score is adjusted so that they
have scored sufficient goals to win this game.

# of successes needed modifiers: None
Challenge Result:
Flop:

Player fails, trips and is placed Dazed
from over-exertion. SiM.
0 Successes: Player fails, trips and is placed Down. SiM.
1 or more
Player may perform one more challenge
Successes: with one extra Challenge dice OR an extra
Tackle/Shove challenge OR move one
hex (including any Disengage or Pick-up
challenges).
Note: Extra successes do not earn Momentum counters

REFEREE
Many professional games have a referee or often a player on
the bench from each team act to ensure the rules are not
broken. The referee serves to really only enforce three rules.
• Any player who enters a hex with the
white line running through it around
the outside of the playing field at any
point (including being shoved into the
hex) is immediately forced to leave
the playing field and sit on the Bench
for the rest of the Test. If the player
had the ball, he is ejected by the
referee for the remainder of the game
as an extra penalty. In addition, the
referee blows the whistle and freezes
play (no players are moved), grabs
the ball from the ejected player and
places it on the yellow dot in the
face-off hex and play resumes (i.e. a
mad scramble to get back to the
middle hex to get the ball). If there is
already a player in the middle hex,
the referee hands the ball to this
player (no challenge roll needed.)
• Any player who enters the goal circle
hex at any point (including being
shoved into the hex) without holding
the ball is immediately forced to
leave the playing field and sit on the
Bench for the rest of the Test. If the
player had the ball and enters or is
shoved into his own goal hex then he
is immediately forced to leave the
playing field and the ball bounces to
an adjacent hex.
• No player with an attribute Type of Monster is allowed to
set up for a face-off.

INJURIES
A player on the wrong side of a particularly nasty tackle may
be injured. To see the severity of the injury, roll an Injury
challenge for the player injured.

Injury challenge
Attribute:
# of successes needed:

Grit
See below

# of successes needed modifiers: None
Challenge Result:
Flop:

0 Successes:

1 Success:
2 Successes:

3 Successes:
4 Successes:
5 or more
Successes:

Player is out for the rest of game. Place him in
the Infirmary. Player has suffered a careerending injury and is permanently removed from
the team.
Player is out for the rest of game. Place him in
the Infirmary. Player has suffered a lasting
injury. The Player's attribute with the most
points is reduced permanently by one point.
Team Coach of the player can choose in cases
of tied attribute amounts.
Player is out for the rest of the game. Place him
in the Infirmary.
Player is knocked unconscious. Place him in
the Recovery box. Player may be moved from
the Recovery box to the Bench area after the
next Test has started.
Player is placed on the Bench and must miss
the rest of the current Test.
Player was just winded and is Dazed.
Player has a burst of will/energy to stay in the
game and is Down.
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Now the Dryad attempts a Tackle challenge against the
evasive Imp (figure 4). The Timberline Elf coach realizes that
this is a gamble but he feels like the Dryad is ready to come
through for the team. The Dryad has a Tackle attribute of 1
so she'll roll just 1 challenge die for the Tackle challenge.
She does not need to roll an Impact challenge since her
Might is more than the Imp's. She needs 1 success for the
Tackle challenge as the Imp has a Dodge of 5 but she has a
forward facing standing player from her team adjacent to the
Imp and she is tackling the Imp from his rear facing (so 5-21-1=1 success). The die roll is
. This would mean the
tackle was not a success so she uses one of her 2
Momentum counters to replace this roll. The replacement roll
is a
. She has now
rolled 1 success on the
Tackle
challenge
resulting in a Slide
Tackle which places both
players
Down.
This
knocks the elfball loose.
She rolls the D6 for the
ball's bounce direction
and rolls a 5 which
means it lands in the hex
to the left of the Imp. She
now has 1 Momentum
counter and 1 pace of
Jog remaining.

PLAY-BY-PLAY EXAMPLE
#1
A Dryad from the Timberline Elf team is taking an action. She
is going to tackle the Imp
with the ball. She has a 3
paces of Jog remaining
after moving into the hex
shown in Figure 1. Her
next move is to move
away from her opponent
and move into the hex
next
to
the
Imp
(movement shown by the
yellow arrow) (see figure
1). She rolls a Disengage
challenge to get away
from the Striker. She rolls
4 Challenge dice since
her Dodge attribute is 4
and since there are no
modifiers she needs only
1
success
(Striker's
Tackle of 2 - 2)
(remember if a challenge
is less than 1 success
needed than it needs 1).
The dice rolls for the
Disengage challenge are
(a flop and
2 successes means 1
success). One success
means the Disengage is
successful and the Dryad
now has 2 paces of Jog
remaining as the move
cost one Jog and the
Disengage challenge has
no Jog cost.

Next the Dryad spends 1 pace of Jog to stand up (see Figure
5). She has a Grit attribute of 4 so she'll need to spend only
one point of Jog to stand (5-4). This leaves her with 1
Momentum counter and she is standing with no Jog
remaining. This ends her normal action.
However, the Dryad still
has 1 Momentum so she
decides to try to extend
her turn with a Dash
challenge. She spends
the
one
Momentum
counter for the Dash
challenge so she rolls 1
challenge D6 needing 1
success. The roll is a .
Success!
The
Dash
challenge lets her extend
her action and she
decides to use the move
one extra hex option to
move into the hex with
the ball and attempt a Pick-up challenge (see figure 6).

The Dryad now tries a
Shove challenge against
the Imp (figure 2). She
rolls 4 Challenge dice
since her Might attribute
is 4. She needs 1
success as the Imp's
Might is 2 (so its 2-2=0
which means 1 success
is needed). The dice rolls
are
(3
successes). Since only 1 success was needed this means
the Dryad player now has 2 Momentum counters (3-1). This
success means the Imp
is pushed back one
square in a straight line
from the direction of the
Shove challenge. The
Dryad still has 2 paces of
Jog remaining after the
Shove challenge.

She moves into the hex with the ball (figure 6) and attempts
a Pick-up challenge. She
needs 1 success to pick
up the ball and has a Skill
of 2. She rolls
which gives her one
success and allows her to
pick up the ball. The
Timberline Elf coach grins
at his demonstration that
even a Tackle 1 Dryad
can be effective at freeing
the
ball
from
his
opponent's hands.
He
has the Dryad slowly
stretch her limbs taunting
the downed Imp and sets her final facing to protect against

The Dryad now moves
one hex in the direction
of the yellow arrow
(figure 3) leaving the
Dryad with 1 pace of Jog
remaining.
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tackles and ends her action (figure 7). It is now the
opponent's turn and he has to figure out how to get the ball
back.

PLAY-BY-PLAY EXAMPLE
#2
The Thunder Mountain Dwarves are playing the Black
Widows and the Thunder Mountain ball carrier has just
completed a risky pickup challenge with two
Black Widows guarding
the ball. He has no Jog
left and is about to be
surrounded if he cannot
get out of trouble (figure
1). In an effort to score
the winning goal, the
coach calls for a risky
passing play.
However the Thunder
Hammer coach is hoping
to build up a little
momentum for his player
first and calls for him to shove the biggest threat away from
him. Using his superior Might the Dwarf uses a Shove
challenge against the Black Widows Widowmaker. The
Dwarf's Might is 4 so he'll roll 4 Challenge dice. The
Widowmaker's Might is 3 and since there is one of her teammates forward facing and adjacent to the Dwarf he'll need 2
successes for the Shove challenge to be a success (3-2+1).
. With 3 successes Shove
The dice rolls are
challenge is a success (even earning a point of Momentum)
and the Dwarf turns his facing to make the throw (see figure
2).
With
a
point
on
Momentum
in
his
pocket, he decides that
he is feeling lucky and to
go
for
the
Throw
challenge.
The Throw challenge to
get to the other Thunder
Hammer Dwarf will be
based on his Skill
attribute of 3 so he'll get
3 dice for the throw.
Since he performed the
Shove challenge first, he
can
only
throw
a
maximum of 6 hexes. His Dwarf team-mate is 4 hexes away
which is one over half the maximum which means he'll need
two extra successes. Add in the Hunter adjacent to him
adding an extra needed success and he'll need 4 successes
to make the successful pass with only 3 Challenge dice. He
mutters a choice oath and then a prayer to his coffers of gold

if any opponents can try to intercept. The passing string
covers part of the hexes
for both the Black
Widows
Hunter
and
Midfielder
and
the
opposing coach decides
to have the Midfielder
attempt an Interception
challenge. The skill of
the Midfielder is 3 so she
rolls 3 Challenge dice
and with the modifier
from her forward facing
adjacent team-mate she
only needs 1 success to
intercept the ball (2-1).
The dice rolls are
… success! (2-1=1) The Dwarf coach realizes that
an interception at this time would ruin his grand plan and
uses his one counter of Momentum to force the Black
Widows Midfielder to replace one of the success die rolls.
The replacement roll is a
. This means the final result is 1
success and 2 flops. Since the Midfielder now has more flops
than successes, she goes Down from the Interception
challenge. This means the Dwarf team is now clear to try and
catch the pass.
The Dwarf trying to catch
the ball has a Skill
attribute of 3 and so will
roll 3 Challenge dice for
the Catch. Since there
are no modifiers, he
needs 2 successes in
order to catch the ball.
His
dice
rolls
are
. Success! He
rolled the 2 successes he
needed to catch the ball
and now the Dwarf coach
can smell victory and
practically taste the barrels of ale that await him and his team
after they win this game.
Now if the Dwarf coach wanted he could still continue to
perform another challenge with the Dwarf that threw the ball
(such as trying to Tackle or Shove the Black Widows Hunter)
but decides that he would rather stay adjacent to the Black
Widows Hunter next to him than shove her away. So with
that decision the Dwarf coach ends his action. Note: if the
Dwarf cannot perform a Dash challenge since he has no
Momentum.

at home and rolls the dice. The rolls are
. He might
have done it! He rolls again for the conditional successes
and rolls
. This gives him 2 conditional successes and
2 successes for 4 total successes (2+2). The throw is a bit
wobbly but he made it!
Now that we know the landing location of the elfball we put
the passing string between the two hexes (figure 3) and see
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TEAM BUILDING RULES
The previous 10 pages gave you the game play rules you
need to sit down and play a game of Elfball. The following
rules give you details on how to create a team and play it
over multiple games (if desired) with it growing and changing
as you play.

BUILDING/GROWING YOUR
TEAM
When you build your team you receive 180 points to build
your team of up to 12 players (Note: your league may
change the 180 point limit if you desire). You do not have to
spend all 180 points on building your team but your team can
never exceed 180 points. Every new rookie unskilled player
for your team costs 15 points.
However players are not the only features you can have on
your team. On this page, you'll find other team support
professionals or items you can purchase for your team and
the points that they cost to add to your team (again
remember your team's point value can never exceed 180
points).

Zlurpee Kegs (5 points each, up to 2 allowed) - Your
team can use some of its points to purchase kegs of Zlurpee
and a lovely server. Zlurpee is an energy drink coming in a
variety of flavours from the traditional lime, to Dwarven Fool's
Gold (ale), to the more exotic Tiger's Blood enjoyed by the
Deadlings and denizens of the Siringit. Zlurpee helps players
shake off injuries that would normally make them miss a Test
or the rest of the game. For each Keg on your team, you may
add 1 success to any Injury challenge during the game that
you do not Flop and do not roll 0 successes after any
Momentum use. Each Keg may be used once per Test.

Magic Potions (5 points each, up to 3 allowed) Your team can spend its points to hire some alchemists to
prepare some magic laced potions to help your team.
However using magic is not without risks. You may use one
or more potions on any player not on the field before setting
up for any Test, during a Test or after the last goal is scored.
To use a potion, roll two Challenge dice and consult this
table. If the roll says you gain a Basic or Advanced ability
only General Attributes abilities may be gained. Because this
is potent stuff, a player may only take one potion per game.

As your team plays games your players may learn new
abilities as they grow in experience at playing the game.
Gaining abilities adds points to your team. If gaining abilities
would cause your team to go over 180 points, you need to
cut something or someone from your team in order to keep
the player gaining the skill. Note: You may never cut your
team to less than 6 players. At any point you may cut players
from your team (to use their value for something else) or add
rookies to your team for their normal 15 points (one last time,
your team cannot exceed 180 in value).

TEAM SUPPORT
Bribed Referee (5 points - 1 allowed) - You have paid
off the referee to look the other
way while your team plays.
Having a Bribed Referee allows
you to set up a player with a Type
of Monster in the face-off circle
and allows your players without
the ball to end an action inside
either goal circle hex. However
before your first action after the
face-off with a Monster Type
player or at the start of any turn
by your team where you have a player inside a goal circle
hex, roll one Challenge die. If you flop, the result is that the
referee cannot stand the rule breaking anymore. The rulebreaking player is ejected for the remainder of the game,
your team loses the ability to perform anything this turn (this
counts as a SiM) and you may not break either of these rules
for the remainder of the game.

Cheerleader (5 points each, up to 4 allowed) Cheerleaders (regardless of race) are great for getting your
boys into the game with their encouraging (or disparaging)
cheers. Each Cheerleader may be used once per Test at the
beginning of an action to add one Momentum counter to the
Momentum track.
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Magic Potion Table
Dice Roll:

RESULT:
Your player has an extremely bad reaction to the
potion and dies immediately.
Your player suffers a massive violent seizure. The
player will miss the rest of the game and suffers
an additional lasting injury. The player's attribute
with the most points is reduced permanently by
one point. Team Coach of the player can choose
in cases of tied attribute amounts.
Player falls into a light coma. The potion fails to
cure any injury the player had suffered this game
and he will miss the rest of the current game.
Player gets woozy from the potion. The potion
fails to cure any injury the player has suffered this
game and if he was on the Bench place him in the
Recovery area.
Player's nervous system locks up as the potion
revives his body. The player is fully cured of ANY
injury he suffered previously this game. Due to
weakness from the potion, he is placed in the
Recovery area.
The player's eyes gloss over as healing magic
wash over him. The player is fully cured of ANY
injury he suffered previously this game. Place him
in Bench area.
The potion gives the player a bit of a boost. The
player is moved to the Bench, gains one new
Basic ability of his choice for the rest of only this
game and the player is fully cured of ANY injury
he suffered previously this game.
The potion gives the player enhanced skills. The
player is moved to the Bench, gains two new
Basic abilities of his choice for the rest of only this
game and the player is fully cured of ANY injury
he suffered previously this game.
The potion grants the skills of a veteran. The
player is moved to the Bench, gains one new
Basic ability and the Advanced ability in the same
category of his choice for the rest of only this
game. The player is fully cured of ANY injury he
suffered previously this game.
The potion glows with magical strength. The
player is moved to the Bench and may add one to
the Attribute of his choice for the rest of only this
game. An Attribute cannot go higher than 6. The
player is fully cured of ANY injury he suffered
previously this game.

ELFBALL

GAINING EXPERIENCE
POINTS AND ABILITIES
Most players develop specialities after playing several
games of Elfball. While many players never turn into stars,
every team might get fortunate and have the next player that
every child watches hoping to be like. Players gain the
potential to learn new abilities through Experience Points.

Experience Points: Tracking Experience Points is easy.
Every time your team scores a goal give the player scoring
the goal two Experience Points and every other player on
your team that is still on the playing field one Experience
Point (easily tracked on your team list sheet).

Gaining New Abilities: For every full 5 Experience Points
your player has he may learn a new Basic or Advanced
ability (i.e. one ability at 5 points, a second at 10 points, etc.)
Players do not have to learn a new skill upon gaining the
next plateau for skills. A player can learn a new skill after any
game in their career if they have enough Experience Points.
For example, a player earns his 10th Experience Point and
three games later the coach can choose to have him then
learn a new Basic ability if he desires. An ability once learned
cannot be removed.
Basic and Advanced Abilities: Each attribute and
player Type has at least one Basic and one or more
Advanced abilities that any player can learn once they have
the Experience Points to do so. An Advanced ability can only
be learned if a player already has the Basic ability for that
attribute. Each Basic and Advanced ability on your team add
5 points to your team's points (abilities temporarily gained
through magic potions are worth 0 points). A specific ability
can be learned only once by a player (i.e. you cannot take
Agile twice). Each ability that follows is listed with its name,
the attribute it is based on and whether it is Basic or
Advanced. Any player can learn a Basic or Advanced
general attribute ability. Only players of the specified Type
can learn Basic and Advanced type attribute abilities.

Sprinter (Jog/Advanced): You may perform the Dash
challenge as many times per action as you want without
having or paying Momentum. Instead of Momentum paid,
this player uses his Jog attribute to determine how many
Challenge dice can be rolled for the Dash challenge
(maximum of 6). The number of successes needed for each
Dash challenge is equal to number of Dash challenges the
player has attempted this action plus 1. For example, if you
are attempting your 3rd Dash challenge, you must roll 4 or
more successes.
Buff (Might/Basic): The player has spent an extensive
amount of time weightlifting and developing muscle mass.
Buff may be used once per action and during the Face-off
challenge and allows you to replace one die of your choice
from any challenge using the Might attribute (you must use
the result from the new roll in place of the original die roll).
Bonecrusher (Might/Advanced): The player hits like a ton
of bricks often ending an opponent's career. Opponents roll
one less challenge die for any Injury challenge from any
tackle from this player.

Grapple (Tackle/Basic): This player is focused on only one
thing … taking down the opposition. Grapple may be used
once per action and allows you to replace one die of your
choice from any challenge using the Tackle attribute (you
must use the result from the new roll in place of the original
die roll).
Psycho (Tackle/Advanced): Frothing at the mouth from a
self induced battle rage, this player fears no man or beast.
This player rolls Challenge dice equal to his opponent's
Might for any Impact challenge required when attempting a
Tackle challenge. He may also add 2 Challenge dice to any
Shove challenge he attempts (maximum of 6).

Nimble (Dodge/Basic): This player is able to think on his
feet and change plans quickly as conditions change on the
field. Nimble may be used once per action and allows you to
replace one die of your choice from any challenge using the
Dodge attribute (you must use the result from the new roll in
place of the original die roll).
Slippery (Dodge/Advanced): This player is as difficult to
lay a hand on as a greased pig. This player may ignore one
opposing player modifying the number of successes of any
challenge using the Dodge attribute and automatically
succeeds (without rolling dice) any Disengage challenge
where the successes needed would be zero or less (before it
is normally increased to the one success required).
Agile (Skill/Basic): Need the elfball to get where you want it
to go … call this player. Agile may be used once per action
and allows you to replace one die of your choice from any
challenge using the Skill attribute (you must use the result
from the new roll in place of the original die roll).

Bankshot (Skill/Advanced): The player has developed low

GENERAL ATTRIBUTE ABILITIES

level magical powers allowing him to control the bounce from
the white repelling powder. Anytime this player performs a
throw into a white line he may choose the direction it
bounces back. In addition, he may add or subtract one hex
from the number of hexes it bounces off the white line.

Steady (Jog/Basic): The player is steady on his feet even
when pushing to move beyond his normal limits. Steady may
be used once per action and allows you to replace one die of
your choice from a Dash challenge (you must use the result
from the new roll in place of the original die roll).

Focused (Skill/Advanced): The player has ice water in his
veins and is able to ignore opponents around him. This
player may ignore one opposing player modifying the
number of successes of any challenge using the Skill
attribute.
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Resilient (Grit/Basic): Tough as nails … this player is very
difficult to take out of the game. Resilient may be used once
per any player's action and allows you to replace one die of
your choice from any challenge using the Grit attribute (you
must use the result from the new roll in place of the original
die roll).

Beeline (Hunter/Advanced): This player hunts down ball
carriers with a passion. This player may spend Momentum
counters instead of Jog to move closer to the opposing ball
carrier. Each counter spent allows this player to move one
hex if the player does not need to Disengage to move.
Taunt (Little Guy/Basic): He may be small but he can be

Rugged (Grit/Advanced): This player is immune to all but
the most serious of hits. This player may treat 3 or more
successes on a Grit challenge as being placed Down on the
playing field. In addition, his Grit is considered one point
higher for determining the Jog he needs to use to stand up.

amazingly annoying (and insulting). This player may act out
of sequence when the opposing team suffers a Shift in
Momentum. This player may attempt to change the facing of
an opponent within 6 hexes using a Taunt challenge.

Taunt challenge
Attribute:
# of successes
needed:

TYPE ATTRIBUTE ABILITIES

# of successes needed modifiers: None
Challenge Result:

Cheapshot (Cheater/Basic): This player may attempt a
dishonourable attack on an opponent. This player may
attempt a Tackle challenge (no Impact challenge required)
against a Down or Dazed opponent. Ignore modifiers for
Rear facing or lack of Ball holding for this challenge. Replace
the result "Slide Tackle. Both Tackler and Opponent are Down."
with "Tackle has no effect." A Dazed opponent will become
Down from a result of "Solid Hit. Opponent is Down." (you
snapped him out of his daze).

Malicious (Cheater/Advanced): This player takes great
pleasure from inflicted pain. This player earns one
Momentum counter any time he causes an opponent to
become Dazed and two Momentum counters if he causes an
opponent to leave the field from injury.

Ruthless (Cheater/Advanced): This player is extremely
bloodthirsty. This player may spend Momentum counters
instead of Jog to move closer to a Down or Dazed opponent.
Each counter spent allows this player to move one hex if the
player does not need to Disengage to move.

Clipping (Defender/Basic): Getting away from this player
is very difficult. Any opponent with less Might than this player
must roll an Impact challenge first to break free and attempt
a Disengage challenge (the opponent may use his Dodge
attribute instead of Might for this special Impact challenge). If
you fail the Impact challenge without flopping, you may
spend a pace of Jog to attempt the Impact challenge again
to break away until you run out of Jog.
Knockback (Defender/Advanced): This player hits like a
freight train. This player earns double the number of
Momentum counters from Shove challenges.

Goalie (Defender/Advanced): This player is great at
defending the goal circle. This player may spend Momentum
counters instead of Jog to move closer to the goal circle his
team is defending. Each counter spent allows this player to
move one hex if the player does not need to Disengage to
move.
Cutblock (Hunter/Basic): If this player has moved at least
one hex first, he may perform a Tackle challenge against any
higher Might player without needing to roll an Impact
challenge. A player using Cutblock is placed Down
regardless of the results of the Tackle challenge.
Collision (Hunter/Advanced): Nothing psyches this player
more than a crunching tackle. This player earns double the
number of Momentum counters from Impact and Tackle
challenges.

# of Momentum counters used
1

Flop:
0 Successes:
1 or more
Successes:

Player loses all Momentum counters.
Taunt does not work.
You may change the facing of the
opponent you are Taunting to face the
player with Taunt as directly as possible.
Note: Extra successes do not earn Momentum counters

You may use the Taunt ability as many times as you can
against as many opponents as you can until you run out of
Momentum. Use of Taunt does not count as the team's
action.

Quickling (Little Guy/Advanced): Lightning reflexes in a
small package especially with his tongue. If this player takes
his action after a Shift in Momentum, he may double the
current number of Momentum counters (this may occur
before use of the Taunt ability).

Swarm (Little Guy/Advanced): These little guys
overwhelm opponents with numbers. During this player's
action any standing player on his team with the Little Guy
type may spend Momentum counters instead of Jog to move
closer to any player from his team with an equal or lesser
Might. Each counter spent allows a Little Guy type player to
move one hex if the player does not need to Disengage to
move. Multiple players may be moved from the use of
Swarm.
Rally (Midfielder/Basic): This player is never out of the
action when down. This player may stand up when Dazed as
if he was only Down.
Helping Hand (Midfielder/Advanced): Always willing to
lend a hand, this player can give a -1 modifier to the
number of successes required for any challenge attempted
by adjacent teammates even when he is not facing them.

Teammate (Midfielder/Advanced): Always there for his
teammates, this player may spend Momentum counters
instead of Jog to move closer to another player from his
team. Each counter spent allows this player to move one hex
if the player does not need to Disengage to move.
Pummel (Monster/Basic): This player may attempt to
strike a crippling blow (but one that is easier to avoid). This
player may choose to roll up to three fewer Challenge dice
for the Tackle challenge. If the Tackle challenge results in an
Injury challenge than he can remove one success from the
Injury challenge roll for each Challenge dice he removed
from the Tackle challenge.
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Enrage (Monster/Advanced): This player strikes back with
a vengeance when attacked. If this player takes the action
for this turn he may add two Momentum counters to the
Momentum track if an Impact, Tackle, or Shove challenge
was attempted against him on the opponent's previous turn
(maximum of two counters earned total). Note: use of the
abilities Cutblock, Steal, and Cheapshot against this player in
the previous turn also count for triggering the Enrage ability.

Lead Pass (Thrower/Advanced): This player really can
give his receivers a jump on the opposition with his perfect
throws. This player may spend Momentum counters to allow
a player from his team that successfully catches a ball he
has thrown to immediately move after catching the ball. Each
counter spent allows the player that caught the ball to move
one hex if the player does not need to Disengage to move.
The player with Lead Pass can finish his action after the
catching player has finished moving.

Plough (Monster/Advanced): This player is a juggernaut.
This player may spend one Momentum counter instead of
Jog to move into the hex his opponent was previously in
immediately after a successful Shove challenge. The
movement may ignore any required Disengage challenge.

Reach (Safety/Basic): This player seems to snag balls
from the air with ease. If the intercept line passes through a
hex adjacent to this player, he may attempt an Intercept
challenge. This includes hexes for the Thrower, landing hex
and hexes with opponents in them.
Cover (Safety/Advanced): Once this player has a chance
to intercept … it is all over. An opposing team coach may not
use Momentum to replace rolls made for any Interception
challenge by this player.
React (Safety/Advanced): Quick to respond to problems
with the opposing team, this player may spend Momentum
counters out of sequence when the opposing team suffers a
Shift in Momentum. Each counter spent allows this player to
move one hex if the player does not need to Disengage to
move. This movement does not count as the team's action
and a different player may take the team's action if desired.
Steal (Striker/Basic): This player is a master ball thief. This
player may attempt to steal the ball instead of knocking down
the opponent during a Tackle challenge attempt. No Impact
challenge is ever required for a Steal. If a Steal is attempted,
replace "Slide Tackle. Both Tackler and Opponent are Down." with
"Strip. Both players standing. Ball scatters". All results for one or
more successes than needed are replaced with "Steal. Both
players standing. The Tackling player gets possession of the ball."

Only successes over three more than needed earn
Momentum as with a normal Tackle challenge.

Fear (Undead/Basic): This player radiates an aura that
scares off many opponents with any sense. Any Tackle
challenge by an equal or higher Might opponent or the use of
the Steal and Cutblock abilities against this player requires
an Impact challenge first however no Momentum counters
are earned for this Impact challenge. An opponent with
Psycho or using Cheapshot can ignore the effect of the Fear
ability. Any player from the Samhaino race may gain this
ability.

Everlasting (Undead/Advanced): This player shrugs off
even the most grievous injuries. The opposing team coach
may not use Momentum to replace rolls made for any Injury
challenge for this player.
Shamble (Undead/Advanced): This player has the famed
slow unstoppable movement of the undead. This player may
spend Momentum counters instead of Jog to move. Each
two counters spent allow this player to move one hex
ignoring any Disengage challenge that would be required.

Hotdog (Striker/Advanced): Weaving between tacklers is
a fine art this player has mastered. This player earns double
the number of Momentum counters from Disengage
challenges.

Burst (Striker/Advanced): This player really pours on the
speed once he has the ball. When a player with Burst gets
possession of the ball from a Pick-up challenge or use of the
Steal ability he may spend Momentum counters instead of
Jog to move. Each counter spent allows this player to move
one hex if the player does not need to Disengage to move.

Scramble (Thrower/Basic): What an arm on this player. A
player with this ability may always attempt to throw 7 or more
paces (i.e. even if he has moved or performed another
challenge.), but you must add 1 to the number of successes
needed for the Throw challenge.

Bullet (Thrower/Advanced): What a perfect spiral on that
throw. This player earns double the number of Momentum
counters from Throw challenges.
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TEAM LISTS
BLACK ROCK DWARVES
The Dwarves living deep under the mountains of the Middle Kingdoms come in two clans. One of these is the
Black Rock clan on the east side of the mountains. These Dwarves long ago succumbed to using dark
sorcery to make their ways of life easier. They summon Hobimps to help them with their labours or punish
clan members by turning them into Centaurs to haul away mining debris. They have found their team mix to
be very adaptable to the Elfball circuit as well.

# Allowed Position
0-6
0-2
0-4

Dwarves
Dwarven Centaurs
Hobimps

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
7
6

4
4
2

4
4
4

1
2
4

3
1
3

4
3
2

Type
Defender
Hunter
Cheater

BLACK WIDOWS
The Black Widows are famous in the Elfball circuit. This half-elven all women team is known for their passing
game which is one of the strongest in the league. Many a team has been caught off guard when a player falls
victim to a Widowmaker attack and the Widows seize that moment to throw the ball to an open Striker who
runs in for the easy goal.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-3
0-4
0-2
0-1

Hunters
Midfielders
Strikers
Throwers
Widowmaker

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
6
6
6
6

3
3
3
2
3

4
3
2
3
5

3
3
4
3
4

2
3
4
4
1

3
3
2
3
2

Type
Hunter
Midfielder
Striker
Thrower
Cheater

DEADLINGS
Shambling onto the field, these half-pint sized denizens from the afterlife don't let a little thing like being dead
stop them from playing Elfball. While these players barely see over the head of a Imp, they pack some
powerful punches. Combined with the power of the Deadwoods, this is one of the most feared teams alive …
in a manner of speaking.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-6

Deadwood
Ghouls/Vamplings/
Werelings/Wights
Mummies/Monsters
Zombies/Skeletons

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit

Type

3
5

6
3

5
3

1
3

1
3

5
4

Monster
Undead

4
4

5
3

4
4

2
2

1
2

5
6

Monster
Undead

DESERT DOGS
From the arid Vihktora Desert, the Desert Dogs have found the transition to the more moderate climates an
easy one as only the quest for glory on the field consumes their thoughts. The Desert Dogs are a well
rounded team made only more fearsome with their Whirling Dervishes. A Dervish has often gone mad from
excessive exposure to the sun and desert living. They are specialists at knocking players out of bounds and
due to their madness they ignore virtually any injury they suffer.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-2
0-4
0-2
0-2

Defender
Dervish
Midfielders
Strikers
Throwers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
7
6
6
6

4
4
3
3
2

4
1
3
2
3

2
3
3
4
3
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1
3
4
4

4
5
3
2
3

Type
Defender
Defender
Midfielder
Striker
Thrower
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DIVINE WIND
To the Far West of the Middle Kingdoms they use Elfball to practice and hone their legendary fighting skills.
The team is unique in its level of might and tackling skills mixed with fast scoring ninja.

# Allowed Position
0-3
0-3
0-4
0-2

Defenders
Hunters
Midfielders
Strikers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
6
6
6

4
3
3
3

4
4
3
2

2
3
3
4

2
2
3
4

4
3
3
2

Type
Defender
Hunter
Midfielder
Striker

GNOLLS
The Gnolls are a fierce race known primarily for their hunting skills. They are the long time rivals of the Desert
Dogs and use their hunting skills on the field to track down opponents with the ball.

# Allowed Position
0-4
0-2
0-4
0-2

Hunters
Midfielders
Safeties
Strikers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
6
7
6

3
3
3
3

4
3
3
2

3
3
3
4

2
3
2
4

3
3
3
2

Type
Hunter
Midfielder
Safety
Striker

GNOMES
Despite their small size Gnomes are surprisingly tough yet nimble. Gnomes use large robotic contraptions to
help them with their mining and have ingeniously adapted them for playing Elfball (however these
contraptions are notorious for breaking down). Gnomes are meticulous and never in a hurry to get something
done instead of getting it done right. This race is known on the Elfball circuit for being "slow but deadly".

# Allowed Position
0-9
0-3

Gnomes
Gnomish Contraptions

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
5

3
5

3
5

4
3

3
1

3
2

Type
Little Guy
Monster

MIDDLE KINGDOMS
The Humans of the Middle Kingdoms are a varied group with all of them participating in Elfball. Many teams
hire brutish monster mercenaries to add needed tackling muscle to their team. These teams are normally well
rounded with a focus on speed and scoring over getting into a brawl with the opposing team.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-2
0-3
0-3
0-2

Midfielders
Ogres/Cyclops/Minotaurs

Safeties
Strikers
Throwers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
5
7
6
6

3
5
3
3
2

3
4
3
2
3

3
2
3
4
3

3
1
2
4
4

3
4
3
2
3

Type
Midfielder
Monster
Safety
Striker
Thrower

NIGHT ELVES
Night Elves are a dark hearted race and many are mages of some renown. The Night Elf mages summon
Imps to help their team. The Imps are extremely quick which allows them to get in position on the field or
avoid tackles. They are the perfect disposable resources while the Night Elves run in the goals.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-8
0-2

Hunters
Imps
Strikers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
7
6

3
2
3

4
2
2

3
5
4
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3
2
2
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ORCS
The race of Orcs were nearly exterminated from the Middle Kingdoms during wars many years ago. Now
they live a rough existence in mountains and forests on the western border of Black Rock Ridge. These
conditions harden the teams they occasionally form and make them formidable opponents.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-2
0-4
0-2
0-1
0-1

Defenders
Hunters
Midfielders
Hobimps
Throwers
Troll

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
6
6
6
6
4

4
3
3
2
2
5

4
4
3
4
3
4

2
3
3
4
3
1

2
2
3
3
4
1

4
3
3
2
3
6

Type
Defender
Hunter
Midfielder
Cheater
Thrower
Monster

PHARAOHS OF VIHKTORA
These ancient beings emerged from the old tombs in the Vihktora Desert when their worshippers prayed for
divine intervention for an upcoming Elfball tournament. However these beings actually enjoyed the game and
decided to stay and deliver divine beat-downs on teams from other lands rather than return to their tombs.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-4
0-1
0-1
0-4

Defender
Midfielders
Safeties
Striker
Throwers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
6
7
6
6

4
3
3
3
2

4
3
3
2
3

2
3
3
4
3

2
3
2
4
4

4
3
3
2
3

Type
Defender
Midfielder
Safety
Striker
Thrower

RATMEN
Speed kills is the motto of the Ratmen. Based on the western edge of the Siringit Plains, the Ratmen work
mostly as message couriers between the races of the Siringit and the Middle Kingdoms with brutish Wrats
acting as bodyguards on more critical missions. When the Ratmen field Elfball teams they bring the best of
their lightning speed to the game.

# Allowed Position
0-4
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

Couriers
Midfielders
Safeties
Throwers
Wrat

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
7
6
7
6
6

2
3
3
2
4

2
3
3
3
4

4
3
3
3
3

4
3
2
4
1

2
3
3
3
3

Type
Striker
Midfielder
Safety
Thrower
Defender

RAZORBACKS
The Calicos Marshlands are a dangerous place. The Razorbacks divided their society into two classes to
deal with this danger. The Gruts who perform the day to day work around their settlements and Hunters who
gather the food and defend them. Now that certain members have left and starting playing Elfball this division
of labour has proved very useful.

# Allowed Position
0-5
0-5
0-2

Hunters
Midfielders
Swinetaurs

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
6
6

3
3
4

4
3
2

3
3
4

2
3
2

3
3
3

Type
Hunter
Midfielder
Monster

SARCOS / CALASAIN
From the Calicos Marshlands, the crocodilian Sarcos and amphibian Calasain have slowly oozed into the
Elfball circuit over the last few years. What they lack in speed and throwing skill they excel in leaping both for
balls and opponents.

# Allowed Position
0-4
0-3
0-4
0-1

Hunters
Midfielders
Strikers
Terrorpin/Leviathan

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
6
6
4

3
3
3
5

4
3
2
4

3
3
4
2
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3
4
1

3
3
2
5

Type
Hunter
Midfielder
Striker
Monster
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SAMHAINO
North of the Calicos Marshlands and on the dark eastern edge of the Westerland Forest is the bleak realm of
the Samhaino. Little is known or spoken of this race of creatures of nightmares that share their realm of
perpetual gloom with the Deadlings other than the fact that they play a blood-chilling game of Elfball.

# Allowed Position
0-1
0-4
0-4
0-2
0-1

Horror
Hunters
Midfielders
Safeties
Thrower

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
4
6
6
7
6

4
3
3
3
2

5
4
3
3
3

1
3
3
3
3

1
2
3
2
4

6
3
3
3
3

Type
Defender
Hunter
Midfielder
Safety
Thrower

SIRINGIT
To the southeast of the Calicos Marshlands lay the grassy plains where the land runs on forever (or so they
say). The ani-men of this region have evolved from many different species. When they work together for
Elfball they produce a team that excels at a little bit of everything.

# Allowed Position
0-2
0-1
0-1
0-2
0-3
0-1
0-1
0-1

Defenders
Gorillitaur
Hunter
Mecat
Midfielders
Safety
Tantor
Thrower

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
5
6
6
7
6
7
4
6

4
3
3
2
3
3
6
2

4
3
4
2
3
3
4
3

2
3
3
5
3
3
2
3

2
4
2
3
3
2
1
4

4
2
3
2
3
3
4
3

Type
Defender
Striker
Hunter
Little Guy
Midfielder
Safety
Monster
Thrower

THUNDER HAMMER DWARVES
The Dwarves living deep under the mountains of the Middle Kingdoms come in two clans. The western based
Thunder Hammer clan use no magic and live their lives as a united group dedicated to hard work, strong ale
and gold (lots and lots of gold.) They have great relationships with the neighbouring Gnomes and often
commission them to construct a terrifying device called the Impcrusher to assist their game.

# Allowed Position
0-11
0-1

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit

Dwarves
5
4
4
1
Impcrusher
5
5
5
4
(see page 19 for additional rules for the Impcrusher)

3
1

4
1

Type
Defender
Monster

TIMBERLINE ELVES
The Timberline Elves live in the forests on the edges of the Dwarven mountains. Unlike the Night Elves, the
Timberline Elves are hunters and excellent with mountain climbing skills. They work as one with their
environment and are fierce when protecting the wooden regions they occupy. Their survival skills and the
forest Dryads that assist them make them formidable Elfball opponents.

# Allowed Position
0-4
0-2
0-2
0-2
0-2

Dryads
Hunters
Midfielders
Strikers
Throwers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
6
6
6
6

4
3
3
3
2

1
4
3
2
3

4
3
3
4
3

2
2
3
4
4

4
3
3
2
3

Type
Defender
Hunter
Midfielder
Striker
Thrower

VALKYRIES
Living in the frozen North makes for a tough life. The Valkyries are from a clan of Vikings where the women
developed fierce battle skills to maintain and protect the homefront while the men where away on raiding
voyages. The Valkyries even have "tamed" fierce Ice Trolls and the savage weremen from the icy mountain
heights to give their team some extra punching power.

# Allowed Position
0-4
0-1
0-4
0-2
0-1

Hunters/Weremen
Ice Troll
Midfielders
Strikers
Throwers

Jog Might Tackle Dodge Skill Grit
6
4
6
6
6

3
5
3
3
2

4
4
3
2
3

3
3
3
4
3
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1
3
4
4

3
4
3
2
3

Type
Hunter
Monster
Midfielder
Striker
Thrower
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ELFBALL ALTERNATE/TOURNAMENT RULES
The following rules on page 19 are alternate rules for Elfball and need to be agreed upon by both you and your opponent
OR your league commissioner to be used.
TIMED GAME
If you would rather play Elfball for a timed game instead of the
first to 1, 2 or 3 goals this optional rule should be considered.
Take a standard playing card deck (or 2 decks) and set it
beside the board. Each time a player finishes his team's turn
remove one card from the deck. When you run out of cards,
the game is finished. The 2-Minute Warning card deck is a
great way to do this option with special events that liven up the
game (sold separately).

DOUBLE PLAYER MOVEMENT
During each team's turn, two players may be moved instead of
just one each team turn unless the first player suffers a Shift in
Momentum. You do not choose the second player to be moved
until the first has completed his action. The player marked with
the last moved marker is always the player holding the ball at
the start of the turn (if he was one of the two players to move)
otherwise the first player moved receives the last moved
marker. Any Momentum earned by the first player and not
used may be added to and used by the second player moving.

then he may choose which of these two events occurs. After
the Face-Off, the team of the winner of the face-off goes first to
take his normal turn. Any player (including the face-off winner)
is eligible to be moved as part of this first action.

IMPCRUSHER
The Thunder Hammer Dwarf team can field the dreaded
Impcrusher. In addition as an alternate rule, the Gnome team
can field an Impcrusher instead of a Gnomish Contraption as
part of their team. The Impcrusher exists solely to run down
opponents on the field … especially ones already on the
ground. Referees usually hate the Impcrusher so after each
turn where the Impcrusher was the player taking the action, roll
a Challenge dice. On a Flop, the Referee has decided to ban
the Impcrusher from the field. Remove the Impcrusher from
the field and it may not be fielded for the rest of the game. The
Impcrusher if it is part of the team may not gain experience
points, may not learn new abilities, and may not use magic
potions. The Impcrusher comes with the abilities Cheapshot,
Ruthless, Pummel and Plough.

CHANGE TO THE CHALLENGE DICE RESULTS
Challenge dice
P

TOURNAMENT PLAY

The star symbol represents a major
success and counts as two successes.

PLEASE NOTE: This optional rule is HEAVILY recommended
for your first few games of Elfball to get used to the rules.
When using this rule ignore any comments in the rulebook
about conditional successes as the star face now counts as
two successes instead of a conditional success.

THE FACE-OFF
PLEASE NOTE: This optional rule is HEAVILY recommended
for your first few games of Elfball to get used to the rules.
Replace this entire section for the Face-Off up to Turn
Sequence with:
Play for a Test beings with a face-off between the two players
set up on the centre circle. Each Team Coach rolls 6
Challenge dice for Face-off. The player with the highest
number of successes (including zero if your opponent flopped)
has won the face-off. In the event of a tie, roll another face-off.
Continue rolling tie-break face-offs until either one player wins
or both players flop. A player who flops a face-off challenge
has tripped and is placed Down on the field. If both players flop
the face-off, a new face-off is started with the same starting
setup for each team. If the player who wins the face-off has a
Might higher than his Skill, he must move up to two hexes
inside the Face-off circle and automatically succeed in tackling
his opponent resulting in his opponent becoming Down (roll no
dice for Impact, Tackle, or Grit challenges). If his Skill is higher
than his Might he automatically gains possession of the elfball
(place the elfball token on his base to indicate that he has the
ball). If the winning player's Might and Skill attributes are equal,

These rules are open to modification but this is a suggestion
for rules to have a great tournament using Elfball.
1) Use 120 to 150 point teams. Teams must have at
least 6 players.
2) Team can purchase a Bribed Ref, Zlurpee Kegs,
Cheerleaders and Magic Potions as part of their team.
Magic Potions are limited to 0-2 instead of 0-3.
3) The optional rules for the Face-Off and Stars on the
Challenge dice being 2 successes are used.
4) All games using the 2-Minute Warning cards is highly
recommended.*
5) Game time should be limited to 75 minutes, first goal
scored, or running out of 2-Minute Warning cards
whichever comes first.
6) Scoring will be calculated as follows:
a. 100 points for a win + (number of cards left
in the 2-minute warning deck divided by 5
(round all fractions down))
b. 1 point for each ‘No Unusual Event Occurs’
card a player has if a player tied or lost
c. 2 points for each player in opponent’s
Ejected, Recovery & Infirmary box at end of
game (regardless of how they ended up
there).
* - If you do not have 2-Minute Warning decks. Use a standard
deck of cards with Jokers. Each face card (Jack through Ace)
give the player +1 Momentum for that turn. Each Joker gives
the player +3 Momentum for that turn. All other cards (2
through 10) are treated as ‘No Unusual Event Occurs’ cards
and give no benefit for the turn.
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